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Abstract 

 
One of the semantic fields which has been exhaustively studied is that of 

basic colour terms. The received wisdom is that there is a nearly universal 

tendency of languages to have a three-term system comprising ‘red’, ‘white’ 

and ‘black’, and later to develop terms for ‘yellow’ and ‘grue’ (green-blue 

not further discriminated) in this or the reverse order, before differentiating 

‘green’ and ‘blue’ and developing other colour terms like ‘brown’, ‘orange’ 

and ‘purple’. 

Revisiting the Mampruli data shows that while they support this hypothesis, 

as do comparative data from other Western Oti/Volta languages, there is a 

lot of interesting information lost by concentrating solely on ‘basic color 

terms’. 

Some of the counter-intuitive features of the use of the three-term system, 

and particularly of its ‘black’ term, may be explained by recognising an 

underlying pair of binary contrasts,  warm-cool and dark-light, with ‘black’ 

being used for the second (? negative, privative) pole of both. 

The three foundational colours also have symbolic meanings and 

connotations, though these are not so strong in our area. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

When modern linguistics began to free itself from the spell of American Structuralism’s 

rejection of the study of the meaningful and communicative aspects of language 
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(technically, Linguistic Semantics and Pragmatics), whether as too complex to be 

possible (Bloomfield) or as uninteresting (Chomsky), the leaders in this area were the 

anthropologists and the missionary linguists for whom these aspects of language were 

indispensable.  One of the approaches was to study specific semantic fields which were 

clearly-demarcated and -structured by real-world criteria, and amongst these the field of 

colour nomenclature (e.g. Conklin 1955, Landar et al. 1961).  This semantic field, 

along with others of a similar status, was also a testing-ground for the controversy 

between cultural relativism (‘the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis’) and universalism. Research 

on this field was particularly spearheaded by Brent Berlin, with various collaborators, 

and a landmark publication was Berlin/Kay 1969 (and see now 1991), arguing for the 

universalist position.  The research was claimed to confirm a hypothesis which may be 

stated in a simplified form as follows: as languages and societies develop, the basic 

colour nomenclature starts with a repertoire of three terms, usually glossed ‘red’, 

‘white’, and ‘black’ and passes through stages of adding terms for ‘yellow’ and ‘grue’ 

(undiscriminated blue-green range)  – these two in either order  – before developing a 

clear and consistent contrast between “green” and “blue” and adding more-specific 

terms like ‘brown’, ‘orange’, ‘grey’, or ‘purple’.  The phraseology “basic color terms” is 

important (see ibid,  title), attempting to identify “the smallest set of simple words” to 

characterise the colour of objects,  “exhibiting the following four characteristics:   

“(i) monolexemic 1…   

(ii) signification not included in that of any other color term …2  

(iii) not restricted to a narrow class of objects …3  

(iv) psychologically salient …” 4  

(quotations from World Color Term Survey);  words with more limited distribution 

than the indubitable colour terms5, which are the name of an object characteristically 

having the colour 6, which are recent loans7, or which have questionable lexemic status8 

                                                 
1 Exluding items like ‘lemon-colored’, ‘blue-green’ 
2 Excluding ‘crimson’ which is ‘a kind of red’. 
3 Excluding ‘blond(e)’ (only hair, furniture), ‘roan’ (only horses). 
4 Excluding ‘eau de nil’, ‘salmon(-coloured)’. 
5 So ‘red’ can yield ‘reddish’ but ‘eau de nil’ has no ‘eau de nilish’ (NB “-ish” is now a free lexeme). 
6 Not ‘ash’ or ‘cement’ (or even ‘battleship’!)  for grey. 
7 Not (in 1890) ‘chartreuse’ or (in  1870) ‘khaki’. 
8 Not ‘bluey-greeny’, ‘wishy-washy-ish’. 
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are also suspect (ibid.).  This restriction upon the terms to be accepted has been the 

focus of some controversy (e.g. Crawford 1982 and refs. therein) and is, as we shall see, 

not wholly appropriate to the Mampruli data which conform to the hypothesis more 

closely if these criteria are relaxed.  If we are talking about languages developing new 

lexical material – the Berlin-Kay model is now described as ‘Universalist-Evolutionary’, 

“evolutionary” because languages are held to develop in a predictable direction – then 

the standard sources of neologisms are extension, restriction  or combination of existing 

lexemes, metaphorical application of existing lexemes, or borrowing:  each language has 

its own favoured strategies, but most of the possibilities are excluded by the definitions 

of ‘basic terms’ cited above.  The WCS researchers are now recognising this: “It is clear 

from our preliminary analysis that some languages are better characterized as 

transitional between subtypes …  than as belonging to a single stage or type.” (Kay, 

Berlin, Maffi and Merrifield 1997). On the other hand if the hypothesis is to be 

objectively tested the researchers may not freely choose to select which words they will 

consider ‘colour terms’ or the reasoning can become circular and comparison between 

different studies meaningless.  

 

 

2. Colour Terms in Mampruli 

2.1 The Survey in Mampruli 

The Berlin-Kay hypothesis having been apparently supported by the initial collation of 

a small survey with already-published material (1969), a further survey was put in hand 

in 1976 in order to collect a wider range of data with research instruments specifically 

targeted on the colour terms (World Color Survey – WCS9).  Details of the survey and 

some of its findings are published in Kay, Berlin and Merrifield 1991, Kay, Berlin, 

Merrifield and Maffi 1997, and other papers by Kay, alone or with various 

                                                 
9 “The World Color Survey, directed by Brent Berlin, Paul Kay and William Merrifield, collected - 

with the much appreciated cooperation of many missionary linguists of the Summer Institute of 

Linguistics (now SIL International) - color naming data from 110 languages around the world, 

averaging 24 speakers per language, insofar as possible monolingual, in situ, using the native language 

as the language of interview. 330 color chips were presented in a fixed random order for naming by the 

local speaker and best example (“focal”) choices were elicited from a full array of the stimuli following 

the naming task.” [Kay 2005 fn.9] 
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collaborators, but our focus in this paper is on the involvement of  G.I.L.10  researchers 

in the survey, and specifically my own use of the survey instruments in Mampurugu. 

‘Field workers’ were provided with an instruction leaflet (cited above), explanatory notes 

and other paperwork, and the use of a box of 330 colour ‘chips’ (one set for all G.I.L. 

researchers).  These chips were  35mm. projection-slide binders, with glasses, but in 

place of the slide each contained an opaque slip of coloured card:  the whole series was 

designed to cover a range of standard Munsell colour-categorisations varying step-wise 

by hue, brightness and saturation.  The chips were numbered in a randomised order, 

and each researcher was to attempt to work with 25 individual ‘subjects’, male and 

female adults, from different communities in the language area, preferably monolingual 

speakers of the language being researched.  Funding was provided to a maximum of  

US $25  which in the Mampruli-speaking area covered transport to locations some 45 

Km. west and 60 Km. east of my comparatively-central residence (to sample different 

communities in the language area” at three points: as the Mamprusi homeland is much 

longer on the E-W than the N-W axis East-Central-West sampling is likely to pick up 

any significant variants), and an honorarium of a whole cedi each  to express 

appreciation to the subjects11.  Findings were compiled according to the instructions of 

the survey and returned to be forwarded to the central administration of the project.   

I had enriched my knowledge of colour words in Mampruli and visited two villages I 

had not been familiar with before: end of story. 

 

2.1 Mampruli Colour Terms Revisited 

However a recent request for information on universals of colour terminology has sent 

me back to the Mampruli materials, and it seemed that the topic was worth revisiting.  

 

2.1.1  Methodology and data: 

 

                                                 
10 As it then was. 
11 Those were the days!  Or to be politically correct : Funded by NSF grants BNS 76-14153, BNS 78-

18303, BNS 80-06802, and SBR 9419702; also supported by the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), 

the Anthropology and Linguistics Departments and the Institute of Cognitive Studies at University of 

California at Berkeley, and the International Computer Science Institute, Berkeley, CA. All  these 

sources of support are gratefully acknowledged. 
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2.1.1.1 As the original sheets from the survey had to be returned to the WCS 

researchers, and being before the days of photocopies (in Ghana) and scanners, I 

initially collated the material to keep for my own use by listing the 330 chips in order in 

the ruled margin of ten sheets of  33-lined A4 file paper, and entering against each the 

Mampruli terms used to characterise the colour and for each term the reference-

number of each subject who used it for this chip.  I also noted my English 

characterisation of the colour of the chip for brightness and hue (e.g. L-Bu “light-blue”,  

DDD-Purp “very dark purple”). 

 

2.1.1.2 In preparation for this paper I entered the information (except for that on 

individual subjects) in a SHOEBOX database with records for the Mampruli words 

listing the chips for which they were offered and various other notes and comments. 

Subsets of the data which seemed particularly interesting were tabulated in full in an 

EXCEL database with the 330 chip-numbers labelling the rows and the columns 

headed by each of the Mampruli terms in the subset to be examined. The number of 

times the relevant term was used for any chip was noted at each intersection. 

 

2.1.1.3 The complexities of the data (330 chips by 25 subjects by over 70 Mampruli 

terms) mean that full statistical analysis is beyond the resources and aims of the research 

represented by this paper.  With the additional dimension of over 100 languages the 

WCS, although having a team of workers and some funding support (see fn. 10), is only 

now bringing out some detailed findings (e.g. in Kay/Berlin/Maffi/Merrifield 1997 

[KBBM]).  It would seem necessary to discard some of the data by setting thresholds 

for acceptance: words only used once in the 8250 responses12 are certainly not ‘basic 

color terms’.  It is not clear, however, what criteria should be used for setting 

thresholds:  the only formula I have found in the published literature is “every term 

which was the most popular name given to any chip.” (Kay et al. 1997), but this reduces 

the Mampruli list to 8 and severely-narrows the statistical basis of the study.  Imposing 

this threshold would yield manageable data appropriate for the aims of the WCS, to 

investigate universal and evolutionary constraints on ‘basic color term’ nomenclature13, 

                                                 
12 Actually somewhat more, as some subjects gave multiple terms for certain chips 
13 And, as the discussion has developed, the relationship of the neurophysiology of human (e.g. 

Abramov 1997, Bornstein 1973), and even primate (e.g. De Valois et al. 1974, Sandell et al. 1979) 

perception to the representation of colour in language. 
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but would not be helpful to the rather different aims of the present paper, which aims 

to explore the lexical resources of Mampruli for describing colours and the strategies of 

Mamprusi in approaching an unfamiliar task in this area.  Furthermore, with the 

Mampruli data this threshold would admit cases where two terms were ‘most popular’ 

for certain chips although they only represented a score of 5  –  20% of the subjects!  

The impression one gets from the publications of the WCS team is that most of their 

data are more homogeneous than the Mampruli, though it may be that they have 

already applied a threshold cut-off  before the stage from which the reports emanate.  

In the raw data 131 MP items were recorded, roughly classified in the database as 67 

records with from zero to five ‘variants’ in addition to the head word.  Of the 67 

records, 33 represent less than 10 occurrences, 8 represent over 100 (max. 264).  These 

eight terms are presumably the candidates for WCS ‘basic’ status, though one is a loan 

and two are metaphorical applications of basically non-colour vocabulary (“dust”, 

“beanleaf-water”). They account for only 1382 responses, or approximately  16.75% of 

the total.  That does not appear very ‘basic’, but on the other hand one has to allow for 

the pressure which the experiment design exerts to make subjects rake their minds for 

possible ways of expressing so many minimal distinctions. 

 

2.1.2 Basic results: 

It is necessary to start with the results returned to the World Color Survey:–  

1. The basic ‘red/white/black’ is certainly foundational in  Mampruli:  there are both 

adjectives and descriptive verbs (Naden 1997) for each of these categories; they 

enter into clear cognate-sets with related languages (see §3 below) [‘red’ is one of 

the concepts where the adjective and verb are unrelated ( *ZE-14 and *MO+G 

respectively)]; every chip received at least some responses from one of these 

three term-sets. However of my 25 survey subjects only one stolidly rang the 

changes on ‘red’, ‘black’ and ‘white’ through the corpus of 330 chips with no 

other term used.  

2. Conformably with the hypothesis, there was a very general distinguishing of yellows, 

though the term used is d�zum –  which is the name of the bright yellow ‘flour’ 

                                                 
14 In keeping with my usual practice, these starred and capitalized forms represent summary 

generalisations from the present-day Western Oti/Volta languages which will be candidates for ‘proto-

form’ status when data permit a fully-rigorous reconstruction. 
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(/ ‘powder’ zum ) surrounding the seeds in the pod of the dawadawa tree15, thus 

being ‘suspect’ by the sixth of the criteria for basic terms (see fn. 6). However, 

like the English use of “orange” as a colour-term, common sense would not see 

in this a conscious ad hoc application of a metaphor: I would strongly suspect 

that for many English speakers their folk-linguistic perception would assume 

that the fruit is called “orange” because of its colour! 

3. There is also a general desire to label mid-saturation ‘grues’ with something other 

than simply “black”. However in this case there is no generally-agreed term, and 

we find loans from both Hausa (daffa, gaanni) and English (bulu, girin16), 

and also various terms which are the “name of an object characteristically having 

the colour” such as ‘bean-leaves’/’beanleaf water’ (b��ni, b�nkoom), 

‘[tree-]leaves’ ([ti-]vaari17).  Each of these terms was used by several speakers, 

they were not just idiolectal or ad hoc coinings. 

4. There are no other consistently-applied terms or distinctions.  Mampruli therefore 

presents a picture of a language whose colour nomenclature is in course of 

developing from a basic 3-term (R-Bk-W), with the 4-term(+Y) stage fairly well 

established and the 5-term (+Grue) incipient (“least lexicalised, least reliable, 

and least generally shared.” Levinson 1997 cited by Kay 2005).  This is fairly 

consistent with the view of the WCS analysts after statistical processing of the 

data that “Mampruli presents an interesting case of a stage III[Bk/G/Bu] system in 

transition directly to stage V (with separate terms for both green and blue). 

Moreover, the stage III basis of Mampruli is itself recent, the yellow term 

d�zum being more recent than the black sabilli, white peelli, and red 

zeaa/zeoo terms.” (Paul Kay, p.c. Nov. 2004).  I am not personally convinced 

that the terms discussed in the previous paragraph are “separate terms for both 

green and blue” rather than a mix-'n'-match group of alternatives for ‘grue’. 

 

 

2.1.3 Evaluation of the basics 

                                                 
15 Parkia spp. 
16 Actually this was not used by the WCS subjects, though it is heard in everyday conversation. 
17 Interestingly, in ordinary language-use leaves would be described as ‘black’. 
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These data seem to me to give clear support to the Berlin/Kay hypothesis in spite of the 

violations of the strict ‘basic terms’ restrictions.  In addition to the question of 

neologism-strategy raised above, we should also note that if we are speaking of language-

change, then there must be changes in course of being made at any specific synchronic 

state of a particular language.  This appears to be illustrated nicely by the facts of 

Mampruli colour nomenclature described above:  ‘red/black/white’ are fully 

established, ‘yellow’ has come into the system using a metaphor which is somewhere on 

the cline between live and dead, ‘grue’ is beginning to be distinguished and the 

neologising strategies of borrowing (from two favoured sources) and metaphor18 are 

used, but not with any consensus emerging yet.   

A caution needs to be raised, however, related to the effect of the survey instrument of 

330 ‘different’ colours in forcing unnatural attention on colour-discrimination.  One can 

function effectively in everyday life in Mampruli without using any colour terms outside 

the basic triad.  Only if one has, for instance,  a large wardrobe with several shirts in the 

‘red’ range, might one need to use “yellow”.  I have mentioned that growing plants are 

usually described as ‘black’ if  green and flourishing (fn. 17 ); if dry they are ‘white’19.  In 

fact we ‘don't talk much about colour’  (Kuschel / Monberg 1974, title), and none of the 

languages of the area has a word for “colour” or a simple way of asking ‘what 

colour … ?’20.  Common sense might suggest that “uses of color in art and decoration 

and religious symbolism, and the production of and trade in colorants” (G.W.Hewes, 

discussant in MacLaury 1992,  163) would have a significant impact on colour 

discriminations and nomenclatures, given that  “village markets which until recently 

were outside the mainstream of international commerce now offer a bewildering variety 

of colorful products, from factory-made cloth to pigments and paints”.  However in 

northern Ghana, at least, the ‘colorful products’ have been in the markets for more 

than a generation but seem to have had minimal impact on the development of 

vocabularies for colour discrimination, even among those who trade in them and 

specialise in their use (tailors, painters).  Artisans always operate on physical 

characteristics like shape, size and colour of materials or artefacts iconically rather than 

                                                 
18 The Hausa terms borrowed are themselves metaphors:  ‘fabric-dye’ and ‘leaf’ 
19  Note in the New Testament  “I tell you, look around at the fields: they are already white, ripe for 

harvesting.” (John 4:35 REB  –  Greek  √ λευκο- ) 
20  Dagbani uses k�tomsi in translation or non-indigenous discourse, but the basic sense appears to be 

‘likeness’, so one possible answer to “What is it like?” is “It’s red.”. 
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linguistically  –  even with co-speakers they show or have to be shown a stick 

representing length, a diagram in the sand or on paper representing shape or structure, 

or a sample or ostensive simile (“like the leaves of that tree over there”) for colour.   

 

 

2.2  Mampruli Colour Terms   –  Refinements 

 

The Mampruli survey data, however, present a much richer picture than the above 

‘basic terms’ analysis offers.  Only one respondent out of twenty-five who used solely 

“red’, ‘white’ and ‘black’ (this may have been because in the absence of a general word 

for ‘colour’ the explanation of the task had to be “look at the thing and say if it is red, or 

black, or white, or what?”  –  but a speaker of, for instance, English, could not be 

induced to say a yellow chip was ‘red’ if forced to use a restricted vocabulary 

(Sternheim/Boynton 1966 summarised in Hardin 2005, p.74). However the pattern of 

responses in the test, rather than individual cases, strongly suggested the three-way 

partition as primary, showing “well established names for Bk, W, and R and widespread 

variability on WCS tasks in the rest of the color space, with many competing terms and 

little agreement among speakers” (Kay/Maffi 1999, p.753).  This conclusion is 

reinforced by my everyday experience living in the speech-community for over thirty 

years. 

 

 

2.2.1 Most chips received a number of different terms. Two showed seventeen 

responses from the 25 subjects: 

 

a) [#4] dark purple (max. agreement 6) : -zeaa, -zeoo, z�-pupuka, z�-birimbirim, 

pitti, -faasiri, -pup�riga, wuyi�, wulli�, wayi�, wulawula, bulu, sabilli, s�bra, 

b�nk�-peelli, sulimpeaa koom, gyigri (actually 18 with the composite b�nk�-peelli) 

 

b) [#58] yellow/brown (max. agreement 5) :  -zeoo, -zeoo, -sabilli, gaanni, d�buga, 

pupuka, da'a, daffa, dozu-sabilli, wulli�, faasiri, z�-kamvoo, pirisiri, -peelli, 

b��koom, bulu, sunsukku ni (actually 18 if dozu-sabilli ‘yellow-black’ is counted as 

two) 
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In fact out of the 330 chips  77 receive ten or more different responses.  The table of 

these scores <<Table 1 (below) should come as near to here as possible>> against my 

English characterisation of the colours21 is an index of which colours showed the most 

problematic fit with available categories and terms. Noting that ‘Yellow’ always, and 

‘Green’ usually, occurs in composites, the top left area shows the preponderance of 

Purple and Brown in the most difficult group, the left-hand side shows these two 

colours accounting for over half the total of over-ten-response chips, the ‘Yellow’ 

column shows the difficulties caused by yellow-composite chips, and the bottom right 

shows that various non-focal grues are also problematic, but less so.  The literature 

confirms the difficulty of nomenclatures in dealing with these colours:  Greenfield 

(1987: 915) says “Purple is an extremely complex color. It is derived from the overlap 

of both the warm color red and the cool color blue.  It thus involves a complex mix of 

brightness and hue. ... It is also highly saturated” , while KBMM discuss “Systems 

containing yellow/green composites” as problematic for their analysis (because Y is 

‘warm’ and Gn is ‘cool’), and derive them from a stage with a term covering Y/Gn/Bu 

(which would then divide  –>  Y/G   -  Bu and then  --> Y - Gn - Bu), though this would 

hardly seem an improvement, as earlier stages might be expected to show systems more 

aligned with the ‘warm/cool’ category-divide, and so not have such a Y/Gn/Bu term. 

Kay/Maffi discuss (1999:  753-4) a ‘Stage III Y/G/Bu system’, where I would wonder 

whether the  “Y/G/Bu” term is better glossed  ‘problematic’ which is also implied by 

KM’s later mention of  “a special Y/G/Bu (or Not[Bk,W,R]) term”  (754). This last 

suggestion allows for the possibility of a negative or privative ‘elsewhere’ sense for a 

lexical term (see 2.3.4 below).   

                                                 
21 If I described an intermediate colour, for instance “Yellow/Green”, the chip number is entered in 

both columns. Both ‘khaki’ and ‘olive’ are interpreted as “Yellow/Green”. 
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No. 

of 

Terms 

 

Purple 

 

Brown 

 

Yellow 

 

Pink 

 

Orange 

 

Green 

 

Blue 

17 4 58 58     

16        

15 50, 222 9      

14 150 51, 181 81, 181, 225,  6  81, 225  

13 15, 23, 305  183, 208, 

287, 295, 

329 

155, 165, 

171, 183, 

208, 232, 

287, 304 

  155, 165, 

171, 232, 

304  

 

12 73, 78 , 105, 

131,184, 192 

210 

42, 185, 210,  

283,  

42, 185,       

11 2 , 152, 182, 

194, 267,  

117, 157 69, 103, 124, 

143, 218, 

309 

201 318 2,30,33,69, 

103,124, 

143, 218, 

268,  309 

2,30,33, 200 

10 197, 215, 

231, 273, 

308 

 91, 193, 236, 

275,  

160 159, 278 5, 7, 67,91, 

100, 193, 

196, 236, 

251, 275 

5, 100, 138, 

196  

Total 24 15 24 3 3 27 8 

  [Y/Bn  7] [Y/G   17 

Y/Bn  7] 

  [Y/G   17 

G/Bu  5] 

[G/Bu  5] 

Table 1 : ‘Difficult’ colours in Mampruli 

 

 

2.2.2  Many terms are only used by from one to three subjects. However analysis with 

the EXCEL table (2.1.1.2) shows that the group of similar-sounding ‘off-red’ (2.3.4 

below) ideophones gayi�, kpayi�, sayi�, wayi�, wulawula, wulli�, wuyi�, 

z�kamvoo  taken together yield between 4 and 8 ‘hits’ in the case of 34 of the chips. 

This would seem to be interesting evidence for a very-weakly-lexicalised category 
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for which these terms are possible labels22, and also for the existence of phonæsthetic 

components in ideophones    –    note the mix'n'match use of the elements wu(l)- and 

–yi� in the foregoing list. 

 

2.2.3  In spite of the apparent chaos suggested by the numbers mentions in 2.2.1-2 

above  –  many terms per chip and many terms only used by one or two speakers – I 

could get a fair idea of the colour of a chip in ‘difficult’ areas (from the point of view of 

a ‘red/white/black’ system) such as brown, purple or yellow-green, not from any specific 

term used by a specific subject but from the pattern of responses  –  if subject 24 said 

zeoo (‘red’) and  7 and/or 2 said wulawula, and several respondents said pupukka, 

faasiri or pirisiri, with a scattering of ideophones, then the colour is probably purple.  

If one or two respondents also gave sabilli (‘black’) then a dark purple, if peelli 

(‘white’) then mauve. 

2.3 The Colour Terms of Mampruli 

2.3.1 Basic Triad:  Mampruli has core terms, with descriptive-verb, adjective and 

ideophone (not necessarily all used by survey respondents), in its colour nomenclature 

system: 

 

 ‘red’  adj.  -zeoo  or  -zeaa 

   vb. m-moaai 

   id. zimi(-zimi) 

 ‘white’  adj. -peelli  or  -peeliga 

   vb. p�ligi 

   id. faratiti 

  (also n. peelim    (“whiteness”) 

 ‘black’  adj. sabilli or sabliga 

   vb. s�bgi 

   id. lib(i(-libi) or lim(i(-limi) 

 

                                                 
22 Does it go as far as to counter Roberson’s assertion that there are no colour categories that are 

independent of the terms used to describe them” (2005, p.66)? 
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2.3.2 To these is regularly added    ‘yellow’ – d�zum  (‘dawadawa ‘flour’”) 

 

2.3.3 Grue, if not labelled ‘black’ has several terms which are used by different 

speakers and to refer to various sub-hues: 

 

 bulu  – (Eng. “blue”) 

 b�nkoom – “bean-leaf water” 

 gaanni  – (Hausa ganye “leaf”) 

 (ti-)vaari -- “(tree-)leaves”  

daffa  – said to be Hausa (dafa (2) 'darkened' (c) 'stained his gown 

  blue by wearing it in contact with a dyed one' ) 

 

2.3.4 In trying to sort the Mampruli survey responses with the WCS ‘basic color term’ 

concept, I found a scattering of  forms which seemed rather to be definable as ‘off-red’  

–  hues which would be ‘red’ if only the basic triad of terms were used, but which are so 

non-focal that in the test situation with many finely-differentiated stimuli to be labelled 

were felt to be not really “red” (pinks, browns, purples).  Different subjects used labels 

based on similar ideophonic patterns for these: 

  

gayi�,   kpayi�,   sayi�,   wayi�,   wulawula,   wulli�,   wuyi�,  

and also  z�kamvoo  “red-tree[sp.]-leaf” 

 

Something of the sort appears to have been found in a number of languages in the 

WCS data:  KBBM say “Another problematical category for which there appears to be 

some evidence is a category one is tempted to gloss ‘peripheral red’. Several languages 

have a term that includes colors on the long wavelength border of red, such as parts of 

pink, orange, maroon, or brown, and also colors on the other, purple, side of red, 

including a variety of red-purples and lavenders of different lightness levels.” In general, 

however, the published discussions do not seem to me to give enough consideration to 

the idea of a negative or privative element in nomenclature “off-red”, “not really red”. 

 

2.3.5 Besides purple, brown, and yellow-green other difficult colours, there is a group 

of terms for mid-saturation and -brightness  shades, especially of cool hues.  Three 

terms are particularly frequent: 
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 ‘dusty’   – -pirisiri or -pilihiri or pirisigu 

 ‘indeterminate’  – -pupukka or -pup�riga 

 ‘pale, grey’  – -faasiri or -paasiri or -faa 

 

all of these are more frequent in the responses than basic ‘white’, and  PIRI  is the 

second most-frequent term in the survey.  PUPU  is particularly used for mid-to-pale 

grues which are particularly difficult to fit in the basic triad terminology, and also means 

“multicoloured, striped, spotted” (no one colour).  The latter sense being grouped with 

colour terms is not particularly unusual: Brenner, writing on Biblical Hebrew,  insists 

on the importance of “Terms for speckles, spots and other phenomena.”(1987, 169) 

alongside basic colour terms. A group of elders discussing the survey tasks characterised 

this term as  Ka bu p�ligi, ka bu s�bgi, ka bu moaai.  – “It isn't white, black or red.” 

In the collection of Mampruli Proverbs by Fr.Xavier Plissart (1983, p.328) #2847  says:-  

 U y� m-p�risi ti ni. 

 “He's going to make us different in colours.” 

using the cognate verb. The frequency of these terms in the survey shows their function 

in ‘hedging’ with difficult-to-characterise colours; the lesser frequency of ‘white’ suggests 

that actual, focal white is more salient in use of this term than are the focal colours in 

‘red’ and ‘black’.  Again similar data have had to be accommodated in the WCS 

analyses: “a category of desaturated, non-vivid or ‘bad’ color. Usually this category 

contains grey and a diverse collection of hues that never attain high saturation.” 

(KBMM), and see Greenfield 1987 (title!). Other terms in this area are tankpoo (also 

“dust”), da'ari “dirt”. 

 

 

3. Colour Terms in Related Languages 

 

“Red”, “black”, “white” and (contrary to the Berlin/Kay hypothesis) “yellow” are in the 

Swadesh ‘first 100’ lexicostatistic list and are available for most languages.  Listing and 

precise definition of other colours are not so easy to come by.  As always with these 
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spin-offs from the comparative dictionary project, corrections and additions from 

speakers or specialists are earnestly requested23. 

 

 

VOCABULARY 0 :   “colour” 

HG     yiiri:  DB  shim; k�t�msi (KO); nahimgba�/nalimgbana (Lee) 

 

 

VOCABULARY 1 : “black” 

KR     -sablugu (SL); -sab,lgu/-sab,la (N2):  YR     s�bluku  (JA) ; -sobileko (PS); 

s��luku (UK.A),  s��lugo/s��lla (UK.B):  HG     -sobili ; -birgu/-biraa; 

biraa/biraasi (N2):  MP     -sabilli/-sabila; -sabligu/-sabla:  DB     -sabluga/ 

-sablusi (N,F); -sabli(N)/-sabla;     (za-')-sabinli/(za-')-sabla (KO):   

NN     -sæbilli:  KLA    -sabilig/-sabila,-sabilis:  KLT    -sabiluk/sabila:   

TL     sablug/sabla [id. timtim]:  NB     sabli/sabla:  FR     sabelega/sabelesi(D), 

sabiga/sabihi(S),  sabelego(M)/s�b�l�(S):  MR     s�bdo(O), sab-, sob- (J):       

NKR `sabga/sabs1: NT s��r�/s�rba, s��re/s��ri, s��ra/s��rsi, s�rwo/s�rto, 

s��rfo/s��ri,  s�rum, s�rbo/s�rto:  DR     -s�lbu,s�b1la,sable; soglaa/soglo (s�... 

JD); sawla, s��la:  NR     s�b-, s�b- (J):  WL     sagilaa, seula:  BR     -s��laa/-s��l:  

SF saal1ga, s��r1ga (S); s��l- (J):  BL     soblik/soblisa,sobsa,sobla;  

sobluk/sobluta, sobta, sobla:  KM     -sabl./-sabla 

 

 

VOCABULARY 1.A : “black, to be; to make ... black”  

HG  soo, soowi:  MP  s�bgi:  DB  sabigi(KO), sabgi (KO,N); sawuge (FS) :   

KLA sob, sobug :  NB  s�bil:  FR  sobe(S):  MR  sobge:  BL  sobi:  KM  sabl. 

 

 

VOCABULARY 1.B : “very black” 

 

MP lib(i)(lib(i)), lim(i)(lim(i)) ; DR s�glaa yuori yuori "very black" (JD) 

                                                 
23  Especially the Vocabulary 7 term which I suspect has cognates or synonyms (see the BL and DB 

entries) in many of the languages. 
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VOCABULARY 2 : “red” 

KR /-ziã (under “guineacorn”) (P); -zjoo (in “guineacorn”) (N); -zio (SL); -zewu/-

zeesi (N2) :  YR zeo  (JA) ; bunzuo (‘the red’ – under “rainbow”), /bunzeesi (under :  

“tomato”) ; bunziuo  (PS), zi�/ziisi (UK.B), zi6 (UK.A) :  HG -zee/-zeesi; moo�u :  

MP -zeoo/-zeeri; -zeaa/-zeesi :  DB -7ie,-7ee/-7iehi,-7�hi,-z�hi (KO); 

7a-u(BS/W), 7�-u/7i�ri (KO,N,NT)  :  NN -jee :  KLA  -zen'ug/zen'es,-zen'ed,-

zenda :  TL z1'ug/z1'1d, z1'1d/ze'a :  NB zeug/ze'na, zin'in/ze'a,zi'a :                    

FR m�'onr�/m�'�nra, -molega/molese, m�l�g�/m�l� :  NKR mõlga/mõls1 : MR 

z8egemde, z8ega “claire (peau), roux (pelage)”; monem “teinture rouge” :  DR -z1�/-

z11r1,-z11r; z99,-z9:; -z1�/-z11d1; -ze�/-zeere;  zia; z9;, -zi� :  WL ji�,je� :  BR d71�, 

ji:;, g1� :  SF z9< :  BL moanum; moani� [abstr.]  :  KM -nmin./-nmina :   

 

 

VOCABULARY 2.A : “to be/become red” 

HG    moo/moogiri  :  MP    moaai :  DB    mo~e (FS), mooi, m�hi       :   

KLA   mun'e, mu'e :  TL    mu', muo  :  NB    m�'a  :  FR    m�'�(n), m�n'�n (S.)  :  

MR    z8ene, z8enem; z8ege “faire rougir” ; mooge “rougir, m�rir”  > moosgo 

“rougi, m�r”        :  DR     m?�� (J.), mo�(JD) :  NR     m?6(J.) :  BR     m?6 (J.) :  

SF     m66 :  BL     muni :  KM     nmint- 

 

 

VOCABULARY 2.B : ‘off-red’ 

MP (see main text NB  2.3.4) :  MR  mobdo “couleur rouge et blanche” :  DR 

s�glaa ine ine “brown” (JD): BL   munu� ‘glaring red’ :  WL   ji�,je� ; jijimii 

“purple” 

 

VOCABULARY 3 : “white” 

KR     /-piela (under “guineacorn”) (P); -peelugu (SL) :    -peeligu/-peela (N2) :  
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DJ     py�lko,(also p1�lko “blancs”)  pi�lku(UK.A) -pi�lgu/-pi�ls�   (UK);  palko 

(“lumière”); paaluku/paalisi (“lumière du jour”) (UK) :  YR     peeluku (JA) ; 

-peelika  (PS) :  HG     -peeli/-peela; -peeliga/-peelisi :  MP     -peelli/peela; 

-peeliga/-peelisi :  DB     -pi�lga (N),-pi�lli (KO,NT,N) /-pi�la (KO,NT,N) ;   

pi�la [v.] (N,KO,NT); palgi (“become ~” (KO,FS) ; pi�lem [abstr.] (FS) :  NN     -

peeli :  KLA    pieli/piela; peelim [abstr.]; pilpil :  KLT    pielig/pielis :   

TL     peelug/peela :  NB     peel/peela :  FR     peele, peelega, p��lega/p�elehe, 

peelehe (S.); peelego [abstr.] (D) :  NKR    p��lga/p��ls1 :  MR     peoolgo, 

peelgo/peendo; peelem [abstr.] ; pelge (“make ~”) :  NT     pi�r�/pi�rba, 

pi�nde/pi�ra, pi�ra/pi�rsi, pi�rwo/pi�rto, pi�rfo/pi�ri, pi�rim, pi�rbo :  

DR     -p?la/-p�l�, -pelaa/-pe�le; pola, pelaa, p,la, pla/pi�l, pila :   

WL    pi�li/pi�ni, pi�laa :  BR     p1la,p9la/p1�l; -p�l,-p1la/-p1�l :   

SF   peel-(J), p��l1ga (S) :  BL  piela/pieda, pielik/pielisa, pieluk/pielita 

KM     -yel./-yela 

 

VOCABULARY 3.A : “off-white” 

MP   faratiti [id.] (“very ~”) :  DB   parat�t�  [id.] (“very ~”):   KLA   farr [id.] :   

TL   farumm [id.] :  FR  yereyere [id.] :   BL piok “grey, whitish (e.g. 

hair), yellow, (light) brown, khaki, pale,  light", and in proverb  bitakoli piok  is ‘dusty 

buttocks’ (= lazy) 

 

VOCABULARY 3.B : “to be/become white”  

HG     peligi :  MP     p�ligi:  DB     pelgi,palgi (KO,FS):  

KLA    pelig ;  NB peliguhi :  FR  pee/p��ra (S); pelege : 

MR     pelge (“make ~”) : DR pele, peli : WL  peli, pele : 

BR     p�, p�la 

 

 

VOCABULARY 4 :   “yellow” 

KR     dozum (N2) :  YR     dooz�~ (UK.A); -doridori  (JA) -du�/-du�si 

:  HG     dozum; foo “yellowish” :  MP     doozum :  DB    dozem 

(J), dooz,m (N) -7ie (= ‘red’TN) (KO); pare (FS) : TL  doog :  KLA 
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doboolim :  KLT d�bulum(J) : NB doot: FR  hal�/hala, d�nboolom (S) = 

d�buulum (D.):  MR  k�dre (J) :  SF d�z�� (S) :  DR  dozu� (J) :  NR   

d�z6 (J) :   

BR  d�d7u� (J), d?�(W) :  BL  moani� (‘red’), piok [see ‘off-white’ Voc. 3.A],  

dubuulum  

 

 

VOCABULARY 5 : “blue” 

HG   burigu:  MP   buluu, daffa, gaanni, b��koom:  DB   sawuge [v.] (FS):   

KLA  bulune:  BL   = black 

 

VOCABULARY 6 :  “green” 

KR     mokasiri (“fresh-grass”) (N2) :  YR     gaani (UK.B); bulo� (UK.A) :   

HG     mokasiri/ mokasa (“fresh-grass”) ; m�maasere (J) :  MP     b��ni, b��koom 

(“bean-water”); gaanni; girin ; bulu;  “black”  :  DB    momaha (“ ~ pasture”) (KO); 

bankom (“green mamba”) (KO) :  NN     -gbili-,nli [? ‘round’ (mistake)] :   

TL    = black (J) :  KLA    peduk (?) :  KLT    we-, ?l?k?k (J) :  FR     b:ku'um (J); 

d�lemad�t�(D) [‘slime-mould’] :  SF     m6maas1ga (‘fresh grass’) ;  =  black (J) :   

BR     w�bn� (J) :  BL     = black :  KM     = black 

 

VOCABULARY 7 :  “multicoloured” 

MP     -pup�riga/-pup�risi; -pupuka, -pup�ra :  DB     chich�rigu; 

pupolugu/p�lse,pup�lse (FS) :  KL , -puporug; –pipelug ;  MR pulpuka/pulpugi, 

pulpuku/pulpugdu : 

BL     �minmirik 

 

 

4.  A Possible Re-Analysis of the Basic Triad 

 

4.1 A Double Binary Contrast? 
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While reconsidering the three-term ‘red’/‘white’/ ‘black’ core-system, both in general 

and in Mampruli, it appeared that the very wide range of application of the ‘black’ term 

constituted an anomaly, covering all darker shades and also blues and greens, including 

quite pale varieties.  It seemed worth considering whether in fact what ‘colour 

nomenclatures’ start out with is two binary distinctions, of  dark / light   and  cool / 

warm, with the term ‘black’ occurring in both, opposed to ‘white’ in the former and to 

‘red’ in the latter. This would account for the data, but does not explain why the same 

lexeme should be used in the two systems.  Possibly they should be re-conceptualised as 

light / non-light  and  ‘red’ / non-‘red’ :  then ‘black’ would represent the negative or 

privative pole in both surface-appearance subsystems. 

 

4.2  Other Relevant Studies 

Study of the literature which has appeared since the original work reveals that a 

somewhat similar analysis appears in the work of Robert MacLaury whose survey of 

Meso-American colour nomenclature  operated in parallel with the WCS : MacLaury 

was in general  agreement with the Berlin-Kay methodology and findings, but suggested 

considerable refinements of detail in both departments.  The Survey is published in 

MacLaury 1997 and summarised in a major article (1992).  MacLaury distinguished 

between ‘brightness’ judgements (“perceived as a continuum between black and white 

poles – 1992:149) and discriminations of ‘hue’, while observing that “although the 

simplest systems of brightness seem to have multiple origins outside of the hue 

sequence, the systems merge with the sequence as they develop" (1992:150 – my 

emphasis).  On page 160 of this article, separate brightness and hue development 

sequences are diagrammed in detail.  Some of this perspective has been absorbed into 

the Berlin-Kay analyses: “Composite category reduction is itself profitably viewed as 

consisting of two partially independent processes: dissolution of the white/warm 

channel (w) and dissolution of the black/cool channel (c)” (Kay/Berlin/Maffi/Merrifield 

1997).  In neither case does the use of the same ‘black’ term in both the brightness and 

hue sequences (MacL.) or the association of black with cool as a single channel 

(KBMM) receive any remark or explanation. MacL takes it as read that “they choose a 

dark point of reference ... because green and blue are perceived to be closer to black 

than to white” (MacLaury 1992, p.147  – my emphasis). The Kay group do offer, in a 

later paper, the suggestion “The fact that one of the warm colors, Y, is seen as similar to 

W correlates with, and partially explains, the apparently universal association of warm 
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hues with W, and therefore the cool hues with Bk.” (Kay/Maffi 1999  750). One may 

still wonder why the white-yellow link is an axiomatic ‘fact’, given that the location of 

focal yellow is well away from the paler end of its area, and that when the cool category 

divides it divides W  vs.  R/Y  not  W/Y vs. R.  Would it be too simple-minded to look 

to the red-orange-yellow colours of flame and fire as an explanation of this hue area 

being considered ‘warm’? To confuse matters some scholars reject the basic status of 

the ‘warm/cool’ criterion at all – “there is no cross-cultural support for the cool-warm 

opposition” -- J. van Brakel, discussant (MacLaury 1992, p.170.). 

 

4.3  The Universalist/Relativist Debate 

The whole topic has become the focus of considerable debate between universalists and 

cultural relativists with each side acknowledging that the truth contains elements of both: 

“There are indeed many properties of color categories that are functions of  language 

and culture ...” (Hardin, a Universalist, 2005, p.72)  :  “sensible cultural relativists agree 

... that biology serves as an important constraint on color perception” (Jameson, a 

Relativist, 2005, p.89). However Hardin goes on to focus exclusively on findings which 

bolster the universalist position, while Jameson proceeds to make a most uneditorly 

swingeing criticism of the papers of Hardin and Kay without right of reply.  A lot of the 

relativist work has been by psychologists involving sophisticated methodologies which 

would not be practicable to extend to a wide sample of languages or possible at all in 

most non-modern societies without the research disrupting the society itself24.  One, 

however sophisticated, counter-example cannot outweigh the consensus of a survey of 

over 100 languages.  Also, by labelling the difference of views as being part of the 

‘nature or nurture?’ debate, much relativist work is concerned with establishing that 

individuals’ responses are determined by their language.  However, what the WCS 

project is researching is the reason why the languages themselves offer their speakers 

such a narrow range of possibilities. Some of the psychological work involves interesting 

but peripheral matters like the teachability of non-intuitive colour classification, 

including teaching to chimpanzees and even pigeons!. This is held to support relativism, 

presumably on the grounds that it involves teaching a new sub-language which then 

changes how the subject see the world.  However it could as well support the 

                                                 
24 One cannot help but wonder what repercussions there were in the Papua New Guinea cultures of the 

Dani and the Berinmo from the batteries of experiments reported by Rosch-Heider and Roberson 

respectively.  
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universalist position, in the same way as the possibility of learning another language or 

being bilingual underlines the extreme Whorfian claim that speakers of different 

languages inhabit different an incompatible worlds constructed for them by their 

mother tongue. 

 

 

5.  Symbolism and Functional Value of Colour Terms 

 

 5.1 Non-referential Use 

Besides the ‘referential’ use of colour terms, where they can be correlated with scientific 

calculation of hue, saturation and intensity or brightness, and theories of light, optics 

and human visual perception, colours are often charged with more- or less-intense 

emotional connotations, or associations with non-hue surface characteristics like “shiny” 

or states such as “fresh, living” or “withered, dying”.  Much of the opposition to the 

Berlin/Kay approach centres around the idea that the terms used in ‘colour’ 

nomenclature “really” have their focus in concepts such as these rather than those 

assumed by the ‘basic color term’ analysis.  The controversy has ranged as far as 

Classical Greek words such as  χλωρος (chlooros “yellow-green” as in ‘chlorine’) and  

κυανος  (kyanos “dark, cornflower-blue” as in “cyan”) – looking back even to 

Gladstone’s academic writing where he claimed that the ancient Greeks had deficient 

colour vision on the basis of their use of this ‘colour nomenclature’ and such set 

phrases as “wine-dark sea” (Gladstone 1857).  Those who focus on emotional or 

pragmatic criteria insist that χλωρος, for instance, is not a colour-term but refers to 

freshness of herbage and foliage, and one could claim similarly for the Biblical Hebrew  

q"rfy (yaareeq, traditionally glossed “green”) – “On the level of daily life and therefore, 

on that of linguistic collocation, the sphere of application is probably more important 

than that of derivation, usage more definitive than etymology.”( Brenner l.c. p.137): 

however the Greek word is applied in the New Testament (Revelation 6:8) to a horse, 

and a form from the same root  (qar:qar:y  yəraqraq) is used in the Old Testament to 

describe gold (Psalm 68:15) and plague-spots (Leviticus 13:49) in a way which suggests a 

colour adjective, so the cases are not conclusive for one side or the other in the debate 
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but rather indicative of the complexity of real language in this as in any other area, and 

should preclude reductionist one-size-fits-all theories. 

 

5.2  Connotation and Metaphor. 

As far as colour connotation and symbolism in our area is concerned, I have not been 

able to do extensive analysis of this specific point, but my impression is that Mampruli 

and related languages tend to use metaphors based on ‘hot’, ‘dry’ / ‘cool’, ‘moist’, and 

also ‘sweet’ / ‘bitter’ where other language/cultures use ‘red/black/white’ symbolism.  

Virtually all the northern Ghanaian languages use some colour terms in body-part 

metaphors, particularly ‘white heart’ (or ‘stomach’) for “happy” and ‘red eye’ for 

“committed, strenuous” (Gh. ‘serious’).  Mampruli sufupeelim ‘heart-whiteness’ “joy, 

happiness” is virtually synonymous with sufumaasim ‘heart-coolness’: the antonym is 

not, however, either ‘-blackness’ or ‘-hotness’ but sufusa'a��u ‘heart-spoiled, -

destroyed’ “sad, heartbroken”.  The ‘heart-white’ metaphor for happiness is very 

common in other languages of the area/group – HG, KR  sufupeeli “happy”, DB 

suhupi�lim “happiness”; HG (also) pupeelim ‘stomach-whiteness’ “happiness”, FR 

pupeelum. In Kusaal, anomalously, whiteness of the heart is anger –  KL  O sunf 

pelig. ‘3.s heart is.white’ “S/He is angry.”, while popielim ‘white stomach’ is an 

objective rather than subjective25 – “good(ness), righteousness”. In Ninkaare p?peel?m 

is glossed both ‘purité’ and ‘joie’, similarly WL pup�li. 

The widespread use of ‘red eye’ for exertion, endeavour, application – Ghana ‘serious’ 

or ‘to try’ – is seen in the MP  nim(biri)moaa/-moosi “earnest endeavour” , KL 

nimmua, DB nimmoo, DR nimize�, WL nimbiji� (all nouns usually used 

adverbially). 

The autochthonous commoners in Mampurugu (and Dagbong?) vis-à-vis  the chiefly 

clans, and their dialect, are sometimes called ‘Black Dagomba’ (MP Dagban-

sabliga/-si), and use this as a self-identification, with no suggestion that the ‘black’ is 

pejorative. The emotional loading of the topic makes it difficult to be sure whether the 

use of ‘black medicine’, MP tisabilli, for some traditional recipes and procedures is 

basically “evil spells” used for hostile purposes or merely “traditional remedies (which I 

as a Christian/Muslim scholar/educated person don’t approve of)”. 

 

                                                 
25 In these langauges the ‘heart’ is usually the seat of both emotion and intellection. 
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5.3 Symbolism and Ritual 

Kirby 1997 detects a detailed use of the basic triad terms in connection with illness 

management in the Anufo area.  I suspect that this presentation is overly-systematised 

by the analyst, but some of these associations of colour are certainly found, widely if  

erratically, in northern26 languages and cultures. Kirby does speak of  ‘multi-valence’ in 

the symbolism of the colours, but the distinction between multivalence, inconsistency 

and failure to conform with the analyst’s predictions.  This term and much of the 

discussion is aptly referred to the classic presentations of Turner on the Ndembu (1966, 

1967) where the dense amount of fascinating detail makes it very difficult to see the 

forest for the trees, but one of the key theses of the 1966 paper is to reject reductionist 

identification of each member of the colour triad with one ‘meaning’ (e.g. p.49). In his 

own discussion, while on p.57 he summarizes "white seems to be dominant and unitary, 

red ambivalent, for it is both fecund and 'dangerous', while black is, as it were, the silent 

partner, the 'shadowy third', in a sense opposed to both white and red since it represents 

'death', 'sterility' and 'impurity'.” (p.57) he then takes pp. 58-63 listing and commenting 

on multiple and overlapping symbolical interpretations of the three colours, up to 23 in 

number for one colour (white).  

 

5.4 Colours and Decoration in Lifestyle Contexts 

No one can fail to spend time in our area without being aware of the ritual significance 

of these colours: one constantly hears of a fee, ritual or sacrifice which has to be a ‘black 

cock’ or a ‘white chick’. In any market one sees, on the stalls of purveyors of ritual 

ingredients alongside animal parts, cowries, colonial-era coins and so on, pieces of 

cloth27 and bunches of thread or cord, always red, black, and white. The interesting 

thing is that the black is never the local indigo-dyed homespun ‘black’ cloth that an 

English-speaker would call blue, the red is never yellow or orange, the white is always 

chalk-white, not any of the pastel hues which would normally be called ‘white’ unless 

obliged by a complex experiment to rack ones brains to come up with kpayi� or 

wulawula. Think, again, of any collection of West African art  – I consulted Fagg, 

1967, because it happened to be at hand – the artefacts are not made of and decorated 

                                                 
26 The Anufo are an Akan group but have been living in the north in juxtaposition with Konkomba,  

Dagomba and Mamprusi for two or three centuries. Their language and especially their culture are 

heavily influenced by the northern mileu. 
27 Typically about 50 cm. squares of the lightest, cheapest quality of plain cotton. 
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with materials that are ‘red’, ‘white’ and ‘black’ according to the languages of the area 

but Red, White and Black by anyone’s criteria. Fresh leaves are ‘black’ in the local 

languages, but not used as symbolic black ingredients in rituals. One interpretation of 

this situation would be that in WCS studies the focal values of the basic colour terms 

are much more similar than the areas of colour space to which they extend, or the 

number of terms used to cover the field.  Therefore the intense imperatives of ritual 

mean that the focal, or prototype colour is at a premium.  On the other hand it could 

be suggested that the colours come to have ritual symbolical value because realia which 

have intrinsic significance – blood, milk, semen, fire, char/soot, dried blood – have 

those colours.  It may also be pointed out that clay both for pottery and for temporary 

decoration of bodies, hair and ritual edifices and objects, naturally comes in these 

colours.  So there is considerable similarity between African usages and, for instance, 

Australian Aborigine body- bark- and rock-painting, and the ceramic designs of 

Mimbres and Anasazi wares in the USA and the classical Greek Attic wares which are 

‘red-figure’, ‘black-figure’ and so on, using these three colours in various combinations 

for figure and ground.  However one might note that there are not many clays which are 

blue, green or purple, and on the other hand much pottery clay – that used in much of 

southern Ghana for instance– is ochre in colour when fresh and while some goes red 

when fired, other samples retain the off-yellow shade or yield a terracotta which is a very 

pale pink, orange or buff.  Moreover this link to a further problem to which I have 

found no solution, indeed which does not seem to have been discussed. While 

traditional West Africa – and Africa in general, though the wider the area covered by 

such a generalization the more exceptions will be found – resembles comparable 

societies in Australia and southern North America in the preponderance of these 

red/white/black themes in decoration and ritual, it diverges from many other similar 

groups in the almost complete ignoring of the decorative and symbolic potentials of 

brightly-coloured flowers, and coloured and iridescent feathers and insect parts. This in 

stark contrast to the peoples of areas such as Papua New Guinea and Oceania, and 

Central and tropical South America. The availability of such colourful materials 

undermines any argument that restriction of either the colour nomenclatures or the use 

of colour in symbolism is due to the poverty of available stimuli or of realia to which a 

wider palette of colour-terms would be appropriate. It also undermines arguments 

along the lines of “village markets which until recently were outside the mainstream of 

international commerce now offer a bewildering variety of colorful products ...” Hewes, 
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cited at length in 2.1.3 above.  These, in fact, contain a more serious fallacy.  The 

Europeans who explored and colonised West Africa encountered the area at a time of 

transition and confusion: by their lights they were quite justified in using terms like 

‘primitive’ and ‘savage’. Just black-washing them with our popular modern brush of 

‘racism’ obscures the real distortion of their perspective because we still share it today. 

That distortion is the unilinear evolutionistic historiography which extrapolates back 

from the situation encountered to conclude that ‘if these people are primitive, a century 

ago their predecessors must have been even more primitive’. But although during the 

central portion of the twentieth century the people of an area like northern Ghana were 

flooded with a wealth of artefacts and technologies unknown to the then generation and 

their parents, there have been various periods further back in the past when 

international trade-routes and the powers and influences of great indigenous empires 

coursed the region.  We may take one example as very relevant to our topic of colour 

and as familiar, in sketchy if not detailed form, to many people  – that of the trade in, 

and use of, beads.  We in Ghana also have the benefit of a recently-published survey 

with a local focus (Wilson 2003). The exception to my general comment above about 

the art works depicted in Fagg 1967 is one detail of a Bamileke throne decorated over-

all with beads (plate 31) where one of the bands of coloured beads is of a definite blue, 

and some details are in yellow. We cannot, of course, know whether the makers and 

users of such a piece thought or described these as ‘black’, and ‘red’, had special terms 

for the type of bead, or, indeed, thought of or discussed such things verbally at all.  It is 

certain that a key characteristic of the much-lauded and –discussed ‘Aggrey’ bead 

(Wilson op.cit. pp. 132 ff. and passim – see index) is that it is/was blue, and a look at 

the beads in the colour plates in the book or in the displays at the University of Ghana 

Museum of Archaeology can hardly claim that societies which handled these beads 

extensively, even if they did not manufacture them, were starved for culturally-relevant 

exemplars of an enriched range of clearly-distinct hues.   

 

 

 

6. Conclusion 
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 So we may conclude that, with regard to the development of basic colour terms as 

defined by the WCS (see 1. above), the colour-nomenclature situation in Mampruli is 

concordant with the basic hypotheses of the researchers of the Survey (personal 

communication of Paul Kay, quoted in 2.1.2 point 4.). The same can almost certainly 

be said of Mampruli’s close relatives Talni-Nabit-Kusaal-Dagbani-Hanga-Kamara, and 

probably all of Western Oti/Volta, and most if not all of the Gur family. 

On the other hand, asking other questions of the data collected for the Mampruli 

contribution to the project shows that there are many interesting and under-studied 

aspects of speakers’ strategies in coping with unfamiliar tasks in this semantic area 

imposed by the survey instrument.  Amongst these are the use of ideophones (kpayi�, 

wuyi�, wulawula – 2.2.2), the existence of categories defined by patterns of 

complementary use of a variety of labels by different members of the speech-

community (expressing “purple”, “brown” – 2.2.1 Table 1, 2.2.3), and negative or 

privative value in descriptives on the one hand (PUPU ‘no particular colour’), and on the 

other fuzzy value (‘off-red’ 2.3.4). 

But in the case of everyday reference to colours, we can still say “three cheers for the 

red, white and black!”.
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